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^ Thanks for the link.

Quote:"Political power grows out of the barrel of a gun" - Mao Zedong

The Georgetown University professor and elite-insider Carroll Quigley wrote a massive book
called Weapons Systems and Political Stability which essentially laid bare the fact that democracy
was only possible due to the mass manufactured weaponry in the hands of the citizenry.

In previous ages when the citizenry could not afford weapons (swords and armour cost way too
much for a farmer) then it was the kings and lords in their castles that ruled over the powerless
people. Since only the rich could muster the gold to afford armour plates and give them out to
their guards, the outlook of entire eras were decided by who owned the weapons. For example,
the Feudal Age.

The fucking idiots of today, blinded by utopian fantasies of peace and the fraud of "progress" and
propelled by the most efficient propaganda machine assembled ever in the history of man, the
electronic media, are coldly herded like sheep to their slaughter houses as those in power
systematically employ every lie possible to get the people to disarm and also to get other people
to speak out for the disarmament of others! Having lost sight of the reason for them being
entrusted with weapons in the first place, the cocky arrogant yet immensely naïve clowns do the
bidding of their invisible masters .

With their weapons confiscated and the COCKY BRAINDEAD SHEEP left holding only their porno
mags, beer cans, pizzas, and ball game tickets the elite are free to rule over them forever!

Quote:If you want a vision of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face - for ever. -
George Orwell.

This is what they have in mind for us; the global cattling of humanity.

REVOLT.

edit: We see the same theme of Quigley's "Weapons Systems and Political Stability" in political
affairs today; beneath all the suits and ties, behind all the diplomatic conferences and paper
baiting lies raw military power backed up by nuclear bombs, aircraft carriers, bombers, tanks, and
lots of armed men. Because without it diplomacy is nothing; you would get laughed off the table.

The same principle applies to people under representative governments. Gun ownership =
POWER. Period.
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